DOOSAN VINA CSR
INTRODUCTION
CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)

• The mean of activities such as relief, labor, human rights, circumstance, works operation, consumer issues, contribute to business are legalistic, economic, ethic & charitable responsibility to request businesses benefit-harm relation will all Stakeholder.

• Standard should be established based on ISO 26000 and got an objective appreciation of corporate standard value through the evaluation of DJSI global famous agencies

• The scope of the CSR activities of Doosan Vina are contributing to regional economic nature, it also charitable
Children of An Bình Island are happy with playing in the water supplied by Water Facility that DOOSAN VINA donated on August, 2012. They used to rely on only rainfall when they needed water.
Doosan VINA’s CSR directions

Supporting for "The maturity and independence" of talent

"Contributing to the development of local and becoming business is loved by community"

Supporting for disadvantaged groups
- Extending local social supporting
- Medical service
- Supporting disaster recovery
- Improving living condition

Training for talents
- Supporting talents training
  - Supporting scholarship
  - Supporting learning equipment/tools

Taking the charitable group as the focus
- Establishing charity group
  - All employees’ participation
- Contributing donation (monthly)
  - Combining with local authorities
Following 10 rules of United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)

Doosan Vina with Doosan Heavy follow 10 rules of UN Global Compact, a representative global initiative of corporate social responsibility management, development into respected business about following rules of human rights, labor, environment, anti-corruption.
Since 2009, DV have been spreading out focused CSR activities of Quang Ngai, and at the time, DV have also conducted charitable activities of USD 3 million: charitable medical examination activity, sea-water purification equipment...

At the same time, in 2012, Quang Nam General Hospital was constructed by community of Chung Ang University Hospital and KOICA on the scale of USD 5 million each 5 years.
Connecting with Chung Ang Hospital

- Healthcare for local people from July 2009 to 2012 per year
  (Old people, children and employees’ family)

- From 2013 health care for Quang Nam people

- Doctors make treatment such as: medical, chiropractic, dental care, pediatric, dermatology etc.

- Treatment is more than 21,600 people from 2009 - 2017 (average each year 2,650 people)
Medical charity activity (Humanitarian surgery)

Doing at local and sending to Korea (surgery)

- Jul. 2009 humanitarian surgery activity in Vietnam and Korea

- 2009 ~ 2013 surgery about 85 people (63 cleft palate, 19 cataract, 1 heart disease, 2 malformation)

- With the foundation of charitable activities in local, from 2009 make a surgery on the harelip and cleft palate for kid, patient with severe heart in the Chung Ang University Hospital.

- Until now (2017), have supported a total of 110 patients including 85 harelips, 2 heart disease, 4 children with malformations (6 fingers)

- The special cases, support a heart surgery for employee who have a difficult circumstances of DSVN (Ms. Thi) through the donation support of DSVN, the fund of social welfare community, Chung Ang University Hospital (11/2014)
Supporting the medical equipments and pharmaceuticals

Donated of medical equipment, therapy equipment rehabilitation, donated medicines and medical supplies

- Jul.2010: Donated of PHACO eye surgery equipment for Quang Ngai hospital (35 KUSD)

- Jul.2011: Donate the facilities for treatment rehabilitation and physical therapy
  - the facilities for treatment rehabilitation and physical therapy: 10 types, physical therapy equipment 14 types (55 KUSD)
  - Donate of Quang Ngai & Tu Nghia hospital

- Jul.2012: Donate the facilities for treatment rehabilitation for Tu Nghia Hospital
  - 10 equipment (value of equipment is 38 KUSD)
  - Nghia Hanh hospital, Quang Ngai

- In 2016, Donate 7 type of facilities treatment rehabilitation for Quang Ngai hospital (10 KUSD)

- In 2014, Donate 6 type of facilities for treatment rehabilitation for Binh Son hospital (15 KUSD)

- Giving drugs and vitamins in the Charity medical activities
KOICA-consulting Quang Nam hospital operation with Chung Ang hospital

- Jul.2012 Signing MOU
  - Process: KOICA/Chung Ang, Doosan VINA, Quang Nam hospital, Hue hospital
  - For 5 years, training manpower, make plan for develop hospital
  - For 5 years with 50,000 USD (KOICA support 50%, Chung Ang & Doosan Vina 50%)

- Quang Nam General Hospital Overview
  - Type: Central hospital
  - Area: 500 beds (20ha)
  - KOICA support USD 45 thousand
  - Grand opening: July 19th 2012
MOU signing to donate RO for An Binh Island

Support desalination plant to help the citizen with necessary need - water

- Donate RO for An Binh Island
- Donate desalination plant with 200 cubic meter of water per day
- Content
  - Donate two desalination plant operate by RO system and two Containerized weighing 114 tons
  - Two electricity generators and other equipment
An Binh Island status

Location: Ly Son district, Quang Ngai
Areas: 69 hectares
Population: 115 households (500 persons)
Status
- Absolutely no fresh water
- Storage the rain water for using during the year
- Must buy and transport fresh water from mainland (if short of fresh water)
- No power, only use the solar or battery energy

- Production of 100 tons of water per day
  - Enough the fresh water for eating and living
  - Can be used for other purposes according to Provincial People’s Committee
- Supply the power for all family activities
  - Using the remain power while operating the desalination machine

Supports the desalination products for An Binh Island (More explanation)
Donate the multivitamins for the undernourished children

- From 2011 donate the multivitamins for the undernourished children lack of the nutrients need for physical development

- Jul.2011 donate the Multivitamin
  - Total 37,800,000 doses
  - Liquid 21,000 bottles

- Jul.2012 donate 576,000 doses for 1,500 children

- 2014 donate doses for 1,700 children

- 2015 donate for 2,800 children

Supporting archer is representative of Viet Nam

Treaty of support & exchanges Vietnam representative archer

- Deadline of treaty: 11/2013 ~ 2019 (7 years)
- Method of exchanges: overseas training and exchange in visiting to two countries in alternately year
- Content of exchanges: ‘talent contribution’ through training result
  - Technology transfer: Training, Shooting, equipment management
- Exchanges agreement of Viet Nam representative archer
  - Date: 2013. 11. 8
  - Place: General department of sports & physical training of the Ministry of Culture, sport & Tourism
  - Other: Donating the newest equipment with 10KUSD
- Exchange activities in Korea (mother company)
  - Date: 2014. 5. 12 ~ 5. 22
  - Place: Mother company (Changwon)
  - Content: Technology transfer, watching the national men & women’s archery championship.

- Exchange inviting activities
  - Date: 2015. 11. 27 ~ 12. 5
  - Place: Viet Nam
  - Content: Technology transfer Training, Shooting, equipment management
Scholarship program

Donating funds to develop state universities and the prestigious scholarships for students

- From 2008, Annually conduct sponsorship for 10 well-known universities across the country and the best students who come from neighboring areas.
- From 2008, Annually conduct sponsorship for 12 well-known universities across the country and the best students (473 students)
- From 2009, support outstanding student and contribute to 5 universities' development fund (313 students)
- Support for the famous universities' events and nearby localities events.

Support the charity activities for local society

Support for overcoming the disaster, lonely people

- Support for overcoming the disaster (flood, etc.) yearly for local people
  - Support the local people recovery the road and drain

- Support for the lonely family
  - Support for the lonely people
  - Support for the homeless in building house

- Support for local schools
  - Donated computers, furniture, tools service in the learning education, etc.
Doosan VINA’s CSR activities—[2] Donation (6/6)

Doosan Asian Dream Cup

Attending as a major sponsor for the Doosan Asian Dream Cup football (DADC)

- DADC program held in Vietnam by Foundation
  - Date: 13 ~ 15 June 2011
  - Place: Thong Nhat Stadium, HCM

- 20 Youth footballers take part in DADC
  - Park Ji Sung
  - Bring motivation for the youth players and foster their dreams and hopes through meeting with the famous player
Doosan VINA’s CSR activities—[3] Community Service (1/5)

Doosan Day of Community Service (Doosan People charity day)

Implement social charity activities with Doosan business around the world

- More than 10,000 people in 13 countries of Doosan business around the world implemented the social charity activities related to social needs at the same time.

- Improve the Awareness Level of corporate social responsibility through the participation of all employees around the world

- DSVN activities detail:
  - Time: begin from 2014, twice one year
  - Subject: nearby primary school, Clean house & Dream house
  - Content: new construction of football field, toilet, outside relax area, fixing house’s roof, painting wall, general clean up

- Twice one year (begin/end of year)
Volunteering Charity Program of Chung-Ang University KOREA in Vietnam.

**Overview of 1st program in 2014:**
- Schedule: 11 ~ 22 Jan (12 days 11 nights)
- Location: Ly Sơn Island, 4 local schools surrounding Doosan Vina
- Volunteers: 40 students (Anseong/Seoul Campus)
- Objects: 1,116 pupils (primary school)

**Overview of 2nd program in 2015:**
- Schedule: 24/1 ~ 6/2 (14 days 12 nights)
- Location: Lý Sơn Island, 3 local school
- Volunteers: 40 students (Anseong/Seoul Campus)

**Overview of 2nd program in 2016:**
- Schedule: 21/1 ~ 1/2 (10 days 11 nights)
- Location: Lý Sơn Island, 3 local school
- Volunteers: 25 students (Anseong/Seoul Campus)

**Overview of 1st program in 2017:**
- Schedule: 16/1 ~ 23/1 (10 ngày 11 đêm)
- Location: Lý Sơn Island, 3 local school
- Volunteers: 30 students (Anseong/Seoul Campus)

**Activities in Volunteer Program:**
- Education: Calligraphy, Claying, Origami, Balloon Blowing
- Social: Grafitti, environment landscape improvement
- Culture: K-pop, Taekwondo, traditional musical instrument
- Memory activity in Bình Hòa, attempted act
Sharing love

From May.2013, along with Vietcombank, organized program “Lovely soup”
- The district of Mo Duc, Duc Ph, Son Tinh, Quang Ngai Hospital
- Once one month (12 times/year), 19K Set

Voluntary blood donation

Supply blood to provincial hospital

Coordinate with Youth Union & provincial enterprises organized blood donation in Provincial Hospital
- In Oct, 2013, there are 49 people
- In 2014, there are 31 people
- In 2015, there are 41 people
- In Jun, 2016, there are 62 people
- In Oct. 2016, there are 25 people

Assistance of disaster & poor people

Flood recovery assistance in local
Accident assistance for market fire
Building house for poor & difficult people

Funding for education

Funding for Binh Thuan Primary School

In 2008, funding for Primary school next to the company
- In 2008, present for computer
- In 2012, signing agreement & funding for school
- In 2014, CAU medical charity (training, social, cultural); donate to improvement gymnastic equipment and hygienic sanitary (toilet)
Doosan VINA’s CSR activities—[3] Community Service (4/5)

Program of improving the environment & house for unfortunate person

“Doosan Clean House” for unfortunate person

Company choose difficult houses in the area near the company & carry out repairing the roof, replacing the wire layout, painting wall inside & outside, hygiene, donating furniture of living…

Content: clean up the house, repair the roof, paint the wall…

In 2015~2017 carried out 26 houses

Checking the implementation method of program with main business in the vicinity (Temporary name: Forming team with Dream Team Quảng Ngãi)
Doosan VINA’s CSR activities – [3] Community Service (5/5)

Program of improving the environment & house for unfortunate person

“Happy House” for unfortunate person

- Contribute bonuses from physical – cultural exchange activities among big businesses in Quang Ngai, and then carrying out improvement house for difficult people.
- Name of Program is Happy House Open
  - Time: 15/10/2015
  - Place: Nghia Hanh/Quang Ngai
  - Participant: Doosan VINA, VCB, BSR, Mai Linh
  - Cost: USD 1,500
  - Main activities: Built the kitchen, toilet, clean the house, paint, donate furniture,..

- Name of Program is Happy House Open
  - Time: 24/12/2016
  - Place: Binh Hai/Binh Son/Quang Ngai
  - Participant: Doosan VINA, VCB, BSR, Mai Linh, PTSC
  - Cost: USD 900
  - Main activities: Built the kitchen, toilet, clean the house, paint, donate furniture,..
Doosan VINA’s CSR activities – [4] Employee Assistance (1/2)

Improvement Program for employees

“Doosan Dream House” for unfortunate person

✓ Social charity group and the Union Trade perform housing improvement program for unfortunate employees, increase employee’s quality of life, provide a decent standard of living.

✓ Doosan Dream House
  - Content: change roof, structure expansion, support home appliances
  - Finish house No.1~2 in 2014
  - Finish house No.3~4 in 2015
  - Finish house No.5~6 in 2016
Care Program for employee’s children

Operation of Doosan Dream kindergarten

- Area: Training area at Van Tuong Apt (724m²)
- Content: System of comprehensive education facility (Vietnam Government’s approval)
  - Subject: DSVN employees’ children (2~5 years old)
  - Employees: 12 teachers, 150 children
  - Content: Education & care for children, provide meals
- Holding the diversified events such as Mid-autumn, International children’s day
- Combined with KOICA to train teachers & parents of children
Awards received related to CSR

Award for the enterprise with best CSR in Viet Nam and Korea

Was appointed the best enterprise in CSR program

- Receiving the outstanding implementation on CSR
  - CSR award winning performance of the FDI
  - Typical in building relationship between Vietnamese and Korean, enhance corporate brand image/Nation.
  - Host: Korea Ministry of Knowledge Economy and Vietnam Ministry of Investment & Planning
  - Organizer: KOTRA

- Korea – “Hearts of the month” award
  - Time & place: 29.Nov.2011 / Seoul
  - Host: Korean Health Welfare Ministry

- Receiving CSR Award
  - Time & place: 04.Dec.2014/ Ha Noi
  - Host: MOTIE & Vietnam’s MPI
  - Organizer: KOTRA
  - Awarded: The Korean Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy

- Receiving CSR Award
  - Time & place: 30.Nov.2016/ Ha Noi
  - Host: MOTIE & Vietnam’s MPI
  - Organizer: KOTRA
  - Awarded: the Republic of Korean Ambassador in Vietnam
Charitable medical activities (Government newspaper)

Donate desalination plant to An Binh Island (Government website)

Invite Quang Ngai Youth Football Team attend in DADC (Government newspaper)

Donating rehabilitation equipment (Local Newspaper)
Korea’s Media coverage

Korea’s main media such as Dong A, Cho sun v.v has posted the news of this program.
THANK YOU